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GAME OVERVIEW

Theme

I wanted to create a game that relevant to the environment, natural disaster, particularly the inner 

contradictions between human beings, man, and nature. I was inspired by the disaster movie 2012, 

especially the compact disaster scenes in a few minutes. 

Even though the Mayans were not accurate (I wouldn’t say they are completely wrong), I still 

greatly enjoy it as a movie. And that is the first time I truly watched and understood what a 

Tsunami really is. I want to make my game to educate players about different types of natural 

disasters, which can be achieved by the disaster cards with vivid and news-like photos. 

Story

(I’m happy with the Narrative and the Story are in my last blog)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6NZUkTLxnQ
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Background Research

Genre

After I locked in my natural disaster theme, I did some genre researches with key words like 

environment, disaster, survival, adventure, escaping, and many more.

I’m quite surprised that the BGG(board game geek) don’t have the survival genre. Instead, the 

western board game community tends to arrange them in the Adventure category. Anyway, I found 

a Polish game designer called Ignacy Trzewiczek, who designed First Martians: Adventures on the 

Red Planet and Robinson Crusoe: Adventures on the Cursed Island. His works are very valuable 

for me to refer to in the visual appearance term. I noticed two of his masterworks about survival 

and adventure tend to have a realistic visual design style. For example, the mini props in the 

Robinson are true-to-life, and the picture on the Martians box looks like a photograph. 

So I take those works as references in the graphic term, I designed my disaster cards with photos 

from news websites for prototypes. For future development, I would love to purchase the right to 

use those real-life disaster pictures in my game. To think from another perspective, selling the well-

designed natural disaster cards could be a suitable promoting method. I will go to do more 

research on the Pokemon card game in the future.

Another important game I used for inspiration is Survive: Escape from Atlantis!.
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Things I learned from this (similarities):

• key mechanics: Modular Board, meeples represent credits for players

• material components: hexagon shaped terrain tiles 

• story: saving the meeples, struggle to live longer

• feature: confrontational dynamic

Target audience

The main group I’m targeting is those who are not familiar with the board game, but willing to give 

it a go. (Just like when I first start this course)

How can I win their attention?

• Live Till the End starts with easy, no-stress, and no one dies in the first round since I allowed 6 

more tiles than meeples. 

• The main rule is simple and easy to learn. Each player only needs to, A, move one meeple, and 

B, flip one environment card.

• The whole playing time takes about 20-30 minutes, which is very friendly to new players who 

don’t have much time on hand.

• Those who have interest in natural disaster, disaster movie and art are very likely to be 

attracted by the game.

I also would love to win audiences who don’t speak English as mother language. I ask my parents to 

tell me whether can they understand my rules in Chinese with a video call, and the result is 

positive. I think that is because this game is highly language-independent; once the player 

understands the rule, the following playing doesn’t require any reading.

Those who love disaster films are also my powerful potential consumers.
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Marketing

Live Till the End would be marketed in Instagram, Pinterest, and similar image sharing platforms, 

because this game is, and will heavily rely on the visual design. A variety range of disaster cards is 

central to marketing.

Cost

Each game components set cost shows in the following table, and the box is not included:

(* used The Game Crafter for evaluating)

item price ($)

Meeples*24 (wood) 3.6

dice*1 0.16

hexagon tiles*30 6.3

environment cards*8 (poker size) 0.64

rock, paper, scissors cards*9 0.72

main hex board 9.99

21.41 (total)
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RULE BOOK (3 players, 20-30 minutes)

Material Components:

1 big main base hexagon board 

24 Meeples in three colors: purple*8, blue*8, yellow *8

1 six-side dice

30 hexagon tiles: forest*10, beach*10, mountain*10

6 natural disaster cards: earthquake, debris flow, tsunami, tornado, thunder, drought 

2 temperature cards: temperature rise(+) and temperature drop (-）

9 rock, paper, Scissors cards: one set includes 3 cards

Object of the game

In Live Till The End, 3 players move their meeples, then flip an environmental card, and follow what 

the card says. Each player is in a race against each other, and the natural disasters. Finally, the player 

who owns the last stand up meeple wins.
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Gameplay

Set up

Create the Game Board. Shuffle and place the landform tiles face up (showing the Beach, Forest or 

Mountain sides), and place them randomly on the baseboard.

Select their people. Each player chooses a color for their people and takes the 8 meeples of that 

color.

Place Meeple tokens. Starting with the youngest player and proceeding clockwise, each player takes 

a turn placing one meeple on an unoccupied terrain tile until players have put all their tokens. 

( There will be 6 empty tiles.)
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Place environment cards. Putting them face down on the side of the board.

Hold the fighting cards. Each player holds a set of the rock-paper-scissors card on hand (meaning 

three fighting cards for each player), or place them close to sides.

Now you can start Playing! 

Loop

Start with the youngest player and proceeding around to that player’s left, players take turns.

On your turn, do the following steps in order:
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Move one of your people. 

You can move it to any land tile you want, no matter your destination tile is occupied or empty. If 

the indigenous meeple is happy to swop, you do not need to engage in the fight.

Or if you're going to move to a tile that already has one meeple on it, and that meeple does not 

want swop, you two need to fight with a card version of rock, paper, Scissors. The winner can stay, 

and the loser needs to go away. 

Randomly pick a face-down environment influence card. 

You must do what the card says. After one card reveals, it should place face-up on the side along 

with others. And all player can see what cards have been flipped over for that round.

If you picked up a natural disaster card, have a check is there any empty land tile fits the disaster.

(i.e., the earthquake card shows up, you can move an unoccupied mountain tile from the board)

If you picked up a natural disaster card, and there is no blank tile, you have to remove one of your 

land tiles that fits what the card described.

(i.e., again! You flipped an earthquake card; you need to remove one mountain tile that has your 

meeple on it. And you also need to remove those people on the tile.

If you picked up a temperature card and rolled the dice number that corresponding the card (roll 

the dice for 1-3 for temperature drop card, or 4-6 for rising card). Now lucky you can attack any 

other player’s people.

(i.e., you bumped into a temperature rise(+) card, then you rolled a 6, you can make one of your 

rival’s people disappear with the land tile)

All players repeat the loop until

One or all player may no longer occupy all three types of land. In that case, the game becomes 

more aggressive. When you picked a disaster card that can destroy none of your land tiles, you can 

choose the card to destroy one of your rival’s tile and meeple.
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(i.e., you picked an earthquake card when you only have meeples on the forest and beach, you can 

attack one of the other meeples that stand on the mountain tile.)

When all the environment cards (including all the disaster cards and temperature cards) revealed, 

one round finishes, after each round the youngest player need to shuffle those influence cards 

randomly. 

End

Once there is only one people stand on one land tile, that people can take Noah’s Ark and survive 

from the doomsday. Which means the player owns the last meeple wins!
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DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:

Ideation

I start the game theme first. After all my three ideas from the brainstorming in Week 8 failed in the 

early stages (details about those silly ideas are in the last blog), I did another brainstorming for 

game ideas. I realize it would be easier to create a game that, A, I am already interested in the 

theme, and B, there are plenty of mature board games with correct mechanics that I can refer. 

I think when it goes to create new game, as newcomers, you have to take both the theme and 

mechanic into account at the very early stage, and this can avoid waste too much time and too 

much energy in creating the fictional world. I personally find it is easier to decide the main 

mechanic after I had the main theme in mind. I agree with what Matt said in the game design video, 

mechanic first may make the game a little bit “soulless.”

Prototype and Play-testing Results

(I have made two prototypes since the last blog, so that is totally four versions for Live Till the End. 

I named the latest two prototypes as prototype 3 and 4 in this dossier)

Prototype 3 (DATE: 24/05 PLAYER: Brooke, Chris, me)

Changes

• the shape of landform tiles changed from rectangular to the hexagon.

• the number of landform tiles changed from 25 to 30.

• allowed each player to have 8 meeples instead of 3.

• added more natural disaster card to the deck.

• added one dice mechanic, which is rolling the dice and attack rivals.

• added rock, paper, scissors mechanic when player A wants to switch tile with player B

• changed the rule from shuffle environment cards back every time to keep all revealed together 

so that all players can constantly adjust meeple moving strategically while playing.
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Feedback

Actually, I was quite surprised how players enjoy this game, especially other players are those who 

have rich experience in the board game. We played a full version of the game, and all players 

became competitive in the third round. The hexagon shaped tiles gained compliments from two 

other players.

I have asked other players some question about time duration, and they all think I did a great job of 

controlling time. I learned from Tokaido(2012) that if players play a game with simple mechanics for 

over 30 minutes, they profoundly possibly feel boring and deduct marks of that game. Personally 

speaking, I honestly like the theme of that game before I found out we can’t finish it in 30 minutes.

In play-testing 3, I have come across a problem, which is what happens if player A picked a disaster 

that A doesn’t have any meeple on that kind of landform. Thanks to Brooke, she suggested that A 

can transform the disaster card to attack other players card. For example, about round 4, when 

player A only have meeples stand on two kind of tiles (imagine they are forest and beach),  and A 

picked up a card indicates a mountain will be destroyed, then suddenly, he gains the chance to 

attack other players’ people who are on the mountain tile. After one round experiment, this rule 

worked very well with other mechanics. 

Chris raised one problem with the rock paper scissors; he said that children, particularly those 

young kids, tend to cheat. They might show their gesture a little bit slower than the rival. So he 

suggested me to use cards instead of traditional rock-paper-scissors with hand signs. I have tested 

this in prototype 4, and I feel cards can certainly forbid any cheating potential because the cards on 

the table can’t take back. I haven’t tried this with children yet, but I think this works well with them 

too.

They also suggested me to make the cards more aesthetically beautiful. They recommended me to 

invest some time on it because the appearance of a board game can definitely change the sell; for 

example, the game, Lotus(2016). I then did some research and decide I will have poker size 

(6.3cm*8.8cm) card and slightly bigger hexagon tiles covered in different colors. When I play the 

game, I found out that although small tiles give players a crowdy and intense feeling, it is tough to 

pick up and very hard to recognize which tile represent which landform. (finished the cards and 

tiles design after play-testing 4)
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Prototype 4 (DATE: 31/05 PLAYER: Mary-Lou, Richard, me)

Changes:

• upgraded the appearance of the environmental cards from paper cards to hardboard cards with 

pictures from the news.

• added rock, paper, scissors cards

Feedback:

At this point, the main rules and mechanics of the game is basically completed.

All players agree the difficulty degree is very friendly to people who are not that familiar with the 

board game, as in first round, 6 empty tiles let no meeple dies. And with the game goes, it becomes 

harder because player has to pay attention to those revealed disaster cards, and other player’s 

meeple at the same time. But I feel that players can gradually and naturally understand how to play 

better. For example, I noticed two other players realize the strategy is to gather their meeples on 

one terrain tiles as faster as possible. So they can have more chance to attack other people. I think 

I did well with ‘first-round goes easy, and intenseness leaves to the end.’

One player, Richard, suggested the rock-paper-scissors mechanic is not that interesting if the 

players not familiar with each other. I highly agree with him, as when you play that with friends, you 

can acting and pretending to make it more fun. So I should do some researches on what two-

people mini-game can fit my game better. (Maybe odds on?)

Besides that, Richard told me that he thought the game is "generally good," and he likes that 

“natural disaster and human conflicts happen at the same time, just like what the reality is.” Well, 

I’m glad he noticed that. I took the idea from the movie Titanic when the ship was sinking. People 

were fighting with each other to win a seat in the small lifeboat.
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Final Thoughts:

The final version of the game will be more aesthetically attractive, including the cards and the tiles. 

I think the main board or a mat is essential as the tiles can’t keep in order.

If I have given more design time, I will simplify the rulebook. Since I found it is about 600 words 

long, and that is too much for my target audience who are new to the board game.

I also would like to add more twist to the game, for example, dividing disasters into different levels, 

linking disasters like fire and wind together. But I think that will be an expansion.

( I used screen shot from my last post, just to avoiding plagiarism)
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